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Look for sites that help you stay informed about airport services with shuttles, cabs, buses and trains for transportation. This sunlight sensitivity is contagious, with whole cities turning from the light as Tretarax undulates past their people. He tailors his tactics to how he perceives the power levels of his foes, using minor spells or fighting in a humanoid form if he sees his enemies as weak.
Each of these arms has a human-like eye set in the center of the palm. It has three eyeless heads, each with great jaws, and emerging in clusters behind these are nine arms, three to a vertex. At the time, I couldn’t figure out how to do their signature ability, mimicking class abilities from their victims, with even a little bit of balance. If they prove durable, of if they display powerful arcane
magic, Bazim-Gorag’s tactics shift to overwhelming force. They are fast and nimble in the air, making hit and run attacks. Greater doppelgangers, unsurprisingly, do not trust other members of their own kind. Dungeon 101 was the first issue of Dungeon Magazine I ever got, and I was instantly taken with Bazim-Gorag. A blood-eye gem is worth the equivalent of ½ of the normal treasure
value of a creature of the death kiss’ CR.Keep reading Art by Greg Staples, © Wizards of the Coast.[Commissioned by @tar-baphon. Due to the flexibility of their spellcasting, no two nagahydras are likely to have the same tactics or the same spells to draw from. If you use natural weapons, place them in the fire, even for a moment. Tretarax’s shattered and reconstituted intelligence now
seeks godhood, to serve Nyarlathotep and to devour indiscriminately, rendering its influence a dangerous blot on the River of Souls.Tretarax enters combat with only utter destruction as a goal. Grays, blues and purples are the most common, always in dark hues. A greater doppelganger is a creature that can supplement its shape changing abilities with the assumed skills of its victims.
MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Faerûn Sword’s Coast maps. Parking details can show you on- and off-site availability along with hotels that provide shuttle services to and from the airport. My version brings the HD up to match the damage output, and ends up being a pretty robust foe. Keep reading Image © Wizards of the Coast, by Thomas Baxa[Commissioned by
@justicegundam82. Nagahydras are among the most powerful of naga-kind, and perhaps the most monstrous. It has further been seeded by Nyarlathotep’s efforts, although what exactly the Crawling Chaos has to gain by its minion being worshiped by mortals is unclear. They were created from an arcane ritual gone awry in ancient times. An archmage trapped him on a Material world,
dying in battle before allowing the Firebringer free. Unlike leucrottas, cantobeles have little patience for long-term manipulations and do not seek to rule tribes of humanoids. Its tail is broad and ends in a brush. I got a ton of lore info from them, and incorporated some of it into the flavor text of this entry, but there was no way to cover all of it; I’m sure they could share it if there’s an
interest. I figure I already have enough Sealed Evil In A Can type big bad monsters, so I wanted him to be out and active in the world. Most cantobeles are solitary, but they do come together to mate. A tanarukk can certainly rise to power, and those that do typically form coalitions with others of their kind, creating a caste system of tanarukks on top, “ordinary” orc tieflings with some
privileges, and orcs without fiendish bloodlines as chattel. It is as of yet unknown how long they live or if they suffer the effects of old age. Accessed from the Dungeon Magazine 127 Map and Handout Supplement here[The greater doppelganger appeared first in the Forgotten Realms in 2e’s City of Splendor book, then was converted to 3e in Monsters of Faerun and 3.5 in Dungeon
Magazine. Bazim-Gorag is out, and wants revenge. These seek to slowly corrupt their worshipers to greater depravities—if this fails through guile, Tretarax can force the issue by sending foul dreams that warp people to chaos and evil. Keep reading Image © Wizards of the Coast, by Eva Widermann[Commissioned by @coldbloodassassin. Some of them support his rivals to the throne of
Famine, such as Caracalla or Hexxus.Keep reading See this in the app Show more All sharns are gifted in the use of multiple weapons, and can cast both arcane and divine spells. They seek out new victims to devour and gain the memories of, taking the doppelganger habit of using people to a logical, consumptive conclusion. I borrowed a level cap from the spell weaver, which will interact
with the number of heads the nagahydra has in what should hopefully be a fun way.]NagahydraCR 18 N AberrationThis immense serpentine creature has scales of multiple colors and textures, and a ridge of spines running down its back. Some individuals are very dark green, brown or midnight black. Tanarukks advance via class levels. They are remarkably flexible in combat, able to switch
between combat roles on a whim based on the skills of their alter egos. A greater doppelganger has several alter egos, each one with its own set of memories and class abilities. Keep reading Image © Wizards of the Coast[I mentioned when I discussed the beholder that I love the idea that beholderkin are dreamed into existence, so I knew I had to stat at least one variation. Because of their
physical strength and raw charisma, many orc chieftains view tanarukks as dangerous tools. Because of their physiology, sharns have a very hard time killing other sharns without resorting to hated lawful magic and weapons. They can move in the blink of an eye, closing the gap to hammer archers or spellcasters, and when injured, they only become more lethal. The ritual worked only too
well—entire villages were absorbed in the creation of the first sharns, and thousands of mortals became eighty sharns in an instant. They usually hunt alone, but occasionally team up if two come across each other and neither thinks they have the upper hand.When a death kiss attacks, it does so from ambush, lashing out with its tentacles extended to their full length. Sharns can open what
they refer to as “hex portals”—small hexagonal rings of force, studded with eyes, that they can see, fight and cast spells through. Wait a moment and try again. The name Tretarax, and the memories that come with it, originally belonged to a great red wyrm who sought divinity, and came to blows with Trelmarixian, the Horseman of Famine, over it. Both are big airports, so looking online
ahead of time can save you time and may increase your chances of getting through the terminals faster. I made him the Bonus Boss of a dungeon I ran my players through in my Prehistoric Campaign (set in a fantasy early Cretaceous, where the world was caught in a cold war between kobolds and troglodytes). Most of them choose classes that they cannot mimic with their alter egos, the
better to broaden their skills. Nagahydras have a single personality and motivation no matter their number of heads, although they can engage in multiple separate conversations separately.Keep reading “Hunting Horror” by Loïc Muzy, © Éditions Sans-détour[Commissioned by @lolicrusader. Only by bathing the infant in the blood of a humanoid sacrifice while chanting prayers to a demon
lord or similar power can a tanarukk be created. Male cantobeles can lactate, and feed their young on milk and blood until the infant is strong enough for solid food. Whether the transformation into a hydra-like entity was something done by nagas or to nagas remains unclear—different nagahydras have different explanations, if they bother to discuss this history at all.Much like other nagas,
nagahydras are gifted magic users. He speaks through both heads simultaneously or in sequence, and one head has a much higher pitched voice than the other. In Sandy Petersen’s Cthulhu Mythos, hunting horrors are said to be extensions of a single Great Old One that shares all their intelligences. They do not parley with other aberrations, only slay them, and a sharn may be a fountain of
lore about these creatures if they can be kept focused long enough to reveal what they know. Sharns are highly fractious creatures, and debate even with their own individual memories and thoughts, let alone those of other sharns. His body is covered in gray scales, matted hair and irregular bony spurs. It has five heads, each of which is human-like but scaled and fanged. Like the cantobele
here, which in 1e has 8 attacks a round but 2-4 HD! So it’s either going to annihilate an entire low level party, or be taken out in a round by a high level one. Remembering that the class simple templates existed has helped me crack that problem.]Greater DoppelgangerCR 9 NE Monstrous HumanoidThis grayish humanoid has a noseless face, gaunt limbs ending in long claws, and large
eyes. Bazim-Gorag keeps his distance from the other slaad lords for the time being, as he is among the weakest of their number and is aware he would likely lose a direct encounter. The kir-lanan are a mystery. Kir-lanan society is ruled by the strong, with no social distinction between the sexes. Lesser doppelgangers of an evil disposition often gather underneath them, but the greater
doppelganger is usually sure to prevent its minions from learning the secret of how to become a greater doppelganger themselves. They are carnivores and sit comfortably at the top of the food chain, often choosing other monstrous prey to consume for the sport of it. They are excellent vocal mimics, using a combination of mind-reading, mimicry and magical charm to lure creatures to their
deaths. ﻳﻤﻜﻨﻚ اﻻﻃﻼع ﻋﻠﻰ ﻗﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺴﺘﻌﺮﺿﺎت اﻟﻤﺪﻋﻮﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة. Some with the washed out purples and banded reds of dark and spirit nagas are nevertheless good, and some with the golden scales of guardian nagas are of the foulest evil. AirportTerminalMaps is one example of this type of site. A tanarukk is an overwhelming physical combatant, using sheer strength and endurance to crush op
melee—their electrically charged blood delivers painful shocks to any creature that would spill it—but flees when badly injured by spells or ranged weapons. His worshipers do not care how many innocents die by fire or how far the blazes spread—only that the target is eliminated and purged through cleansing flames. It has the same balance problem but, unusually, says that the male bears
the young. Since few doppelgangers have a taste for flesh, this is an uncommon occurrence. The 4e version was a literal undead vampire, but this reverted back to an aberration in 5e.. 5e doubles down on the “actively engineered” part, but moves them back into orc society. Tretarax rarely fights without lesser hunting horrors by its side, although it cares little for their safety or survival.The
cult of the Maw Betwixt grew from those who served the original dragon that gives Tretarax its name. Its head is like that of a hyena, except that it has two tusk-like fangs in its upper jaw, and a coarse mane of hair runs along its crown and neck.Cantobeles are so named for their chiming, sing-song voices. He prefers to close with melee spellcasters and keeps back-up at bay with his
immense glaive. Not all airport terminals are listed, so you may have to locate the airport website.Google MapsUse Google Maps to gather helpful airport terminal information. The two species rarely if ever interact in the wild, but when they do, the stronger cantobeles tend to kill and eat the leucrottas. These alter egos are assumed from the creature’s victims—a greater doppelganger can
only create a new alter ego by eating the brain of a humanoid. A few become oracles, which are viewed with both awe and suspicion. Spellcasting tanarukks are often referred to as “fire speakers”, and keep regular orcs in line with fiery magic. As a hunting horror like entity, it is sensitive to sunlight, but the bright shining of a star does not burn its flesh the way lesser horrors are affected.
They are kept on a short leash, sometimes literally, and may be locked away or otherwise imprisoned when not on the battlefield. It seeks to crush enemies in its coils and devour their essences with its gnashing teeth. Download the app to your iOS mobile device to begin using it. They do not intentionally collect treasure, but when slain, their brain shrinks and crystallizes into a faintly
luminous red gem called a “blood-eye”. The commissioner wanted me to make that monster. Ed Greenwood wrote a lot of monsters in the 1e era, and I kind of get why relatively few of them went onto be D&D staples (the exception is the dark naga, incidentally). Maybe it’s because they originated in the Time of Troubles, which a lot of folks hate. Death slaadi are his favorites, and rumor is
that he may attempt to seize an Abyssal layer and become a demon lord if his power continues to grow.Bazim-Gorag stands about eleven feet tall. Being able to navigate through the aisles, escalators and terminal spaces while you’re looking at your handheld device can make traveling a lot less stressful, too.Third-Party Airport Terminal Online SourcesOnline sources offer assistance to help
you travel like a pro through the airport. A tanarukk is an orc with a fiendish bloodline, transformed into a true monster through maledictions made to a demon lord. You may use this ability once per day at 8th level, and an additional time per day for every 4 levels beyond 8thReplacement Domain Spells: 2nd—alter self; 4th—dimension door; 5th—telekinesisKeep reading “Telakin, Greater
Doppelganger” by Eva Widermann, © Wizards of the Coast. This depends on the source and the airport, but navigating online can lead you to a lot of other helpful information. Sharn pools will often divide based on disagreements of opinion or philosophy, and may fight each other, but rarely to the death. Use it on your personal computer, smartphone or other mobile device even with iOS.
The alignments of nagahydras vary, but the appearance of the heads they have does not necessarily reflect their alignments. Here’s how to find maps that help.Airport DirectoriesAirport directories are found inside airport terminals and online on many airport websites. Locate food courts, floor plans, gates, security checkpoints, lounges and baggage claim. Maybe they’re victims of the
constant retcons and catastrophes that mark the Realms between editions. From these eighty sharns were all future sharns born, and the memories of that distant day and its failures still rub around their consciousnesses like a stone inside a shoe.A sharn spends most of its life in an undifferentiated pool of sharn-stuff, a thick black liquid that is the bodies of multiple individuals. Most
nagahydras live in forest environments, particularly tropical rainforests and tropical seasonal forests. Awe because of their mastery of negative energy magic. They prefer to soften opponents up at range at first, sniping with crossbow bolts and ray of enfeeblement spells before diving down to melee.Fighter, sorcerer or magus are the most common class options taken by kir-lanan. The
Pandemonium Stone is wreathed in an aura of flames, and flies at the will of Bazim-Gorag. Accessed at the Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting Art Gallery here[I feel sorry for the kir-lanan. Wouldn’t it be convenient to know where your gate is or easily find a bathroom? A death kiss can speak through any of its mouths, either one at a time or in unison, and they do so in reedy, high pitched
voices. Few greater doppelgangers are anything but evil and depraved. The death kiss has existed since 2e’s Forgotten Realms Monstrous Compendium, and has cropped up in every edition since then. Bazim-Gorag appears to be Richard Baker’s baby. A battle with a sharn is a hectic and confusing experience. Great Old Ones can grant spells and they have a wide variety of types, so I’ve got
some precedent. Greater doppelgangers advance by class level. This blow to reality was mended by Nyarlathotep, the Crawling Chaos, who used this as an opportunity to invest what little remained of Tretarax into the consciousness of his hunting horrors, using Tretarax as a hub to direct them and allow them even greater movement through the cosmos. My statistics are mostly based on
the 5e version, but I gave them a few spell-like abilities to reflect the “affect normal fires” power of the originals.]TanarukkCR 5 CE Outsider (native)This humanoid creature resembles an oversized orc, with sharp teeth and an impressive set of horns. In 4th edition, they emerged into the wider D&D canon in Monster Manual 3, which made them an actively engineered species, as opposed to
a more naturally occurring hybrid of orc and demon. Thus, no two fights with sharn are likely to progress in the same way, as they have different tactics based on their particular gifts. The nagahydra first appeared in the somewhat infamous Serpent Kingdoms for Forgotten Realms in 3.5. Infamous because of the wacky balance issues; it was this book that allowed the exploits of Pun-Pun, a
charop build that could become literally immortal by level 6 or so. Although they appeared in the Age of Worms AP, I skipped them when I statted up monsters from those magazines.  ﻣﺮﻛﺰ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪةSomething went wrong. They are also skilled at fighting other shapeshifters, being able to disrupt their forms with but a touch.Greater doppelgangers are made, not born. It has ten long tentacles, each
which ends in a bloodstained, lamprey-like maw.A death kiss is a beholder-like horror, created when a beholder has a nightmare about losing blood. The mated couple will associate until the birth of the (usually single) young, which is reared by the male in a pouch somewhat like that of a kangaroo. Their entry hypes them up as a new and emerging threat, and they appear prominently in
City of the Spider Queen and Lords of Darkness, two early 3.0 Forgotten Realms products. My version of slaadi is all about their adaptability anyway–why shouldn’t they adapt to worship by becoming quasi-divine?]Slaad Lord, Bazim-GoragCR 21 CE Aberration (slaad)Standing twice as tall as a man, this orange, rough-skinned humanoid has two fanged, toad-like heads. You can find
restaurants and reviews to see what patrons have to say about their dining experiences inside the airport. A sharn is a bizarre creature, as much magic and mind as it is flesh. Most are fighters and barbarians. Before it was a city in Eberron, “sharn” was a monster in the Forgotten Realms. Psychic spellcasting is common among greater doppelgangers, as it supplements their inherent mental
powers. They first appeared in the 2e Ruins of Undermountain boxset, and were one of the few Forgotten Realms creations to benefit from the conversion to 4e, whereupon their full backstory was unveiled. A newly created death kiss flees from the dreaming beholder as soon as possible, as these creatures have no ranged capacity and can be slain easily by a beholder on a rampage. Those
few unfortunates that have tried to read a sharn’s mind to reveal its secrets are exposed to the combined consciousnesses of all the individual personalities and identities inside a sharn, and few minds are hardy enough to survive the information overload.Keep reading Image by Matt Wilson, © Wizards of the Coast. Cultists of Tretarax share common ground with the nihilism of daemons, but
spitefully disrupt the plans of Trelmarixian specifically. Details include finding things like restaurants, stores and terminal maps. The kir-lanan were clearly supposed to be the Next Big Thing that hit the Forgotten Realms when the 3e version of the Campaign Setting book came out. Cantobeles are comfortable moving in three dimensions, and often attack from higher ground such as up
trees or cliffs.Cantobeles are most comfortable in snowy forests such as the taiga. In FR, the sharn created themselves in order to fight against the phaerimm, but since I haven’t statted those up, I made it generic “aberrations” in my text. Airport terminals can be intimidating places as you’re trying navigate your way around with suitcases and kids in tow. They aren’t even mentioned in
either 4e or 5e, having been completely swept under the rug. They are impervious to the cold, and can call down magical clouds of hail to obscure vision and dissuade pursuers if they are outmatched. Trelmarixian attempted to eat Tretarax right out of existence, but in so doing sprung a leak in the fabric of space and time. In 4th Edition, during that era’s Forgotten Realms shattering
Spellplague (which I’ve talked about how much I hated before), Bazim-Gorag managed to escape captivity and is now a Big Deal Primordial, although he never got a stat-block, only name dropped multiple times. Any survivors are knocked prone and killed while on the ground. Keep reading Image by Bob Maurras, © TSR, Inc.[Another Ed Greenwood critter from the first “Creature
Catalogue” feature. And not just because of its bondage straps/nipple rings outfit. A street view feature allows you to get a look from the sky to help ground yourself with where you are in relation to the terminal. If you have a device running an Android operating system, open the Google Maps app for similar results. Although Tretarax would rather close to melee in order to feel the life ebb
from its victims, it will use its mastery of magic to blast foes who keep their distance. That inspired the marsupial/seahorse reproductive system mentioned in my flavor text.]CantobeleCR 10 NE Magical BeastThis creature is slung low to the ground, with six muscular legs ending in clawed paws. Nagahydras are skilled liars and clever conversationalists, and even evil ones like to engage in
riddles and stories. His fire spells burn so hot that he can strip through most abjurations with ease, and those he cannot he dispels. Some with more patience become spellcasters, particularly sorcerers or oracles. Sharn usually fight to either obtain items or knowledge, and can usually be treated with by generous offers of one or the other. Baker wrote “Prison of the Firebringer”, his first
appearance, for Dungeon Magazine 101, then imported him into hardcovers with the Forgotten Realms book Champions of Ruin. Suspicion because their powers seem too close to those of “godslaves”, clerics, for comfort. These statistics draw on both the Sandy Petersen version of the hunting horror and the Paizo official version. When a skilled doppelganger eats the brain of a creature it is
currently impersonating, it unlocks an occult connection between victim and victor. Death kisses are blood feeding predators that leave the drained husks of their prey behind to feed scavengers. The thing wears a body-wrap of cloth studded with bones and bits of metal, leaving its limbs free. Sharns grow and learn by eating still-living sapient creatures, whose minds become part of the
sharn gestalt. The claws on all six of their legs are small but deadly sharp, and they pounce on befuddled prey and tear them to pieces. And then… nothing. Childcare is typically foisted off onto the weakest member of the band, who fosters all of the wing’s children at once regardless of parentage. In his humanoid guise, he typically appears as a man with bright orange and red hair, bronze
skin and blazing red eyes.Slaad SubdomainYou venerate a slaad lord, gaining access to the healing and versatility of those chaotic beastsAssociated Domain ChaosReplacement Power: The following granted power replaces the chaos blade power of the Chaos domainRejuvenation (Su) You may grant yourself fast healing 4 for a number of rounds equal to ½ your cleric level. They’re also still
aberrations, like my other slaadi. Map out how to enter the airport for the closest location to your gate and security checkpoints. A cabal of archmages, their cities under siege by magically-gifted aberration, sought to transform themselves into similar creatures in order to be better able to fight back. They do this only if they are confident that prey cannot escape—otherwise they wrap a
single foe in multiple tentacles and drain them dry. Only the mad, desperate or callous dare call on the Lord of Pandemonium to help them win their battles. Tanarukks can manipulate flame, and they use these powers on the rare occasions they cannot reach an enemy to tear them apart with weapons or teeth. Unfortunately, just about the only piece of the cake 5th edition D&D will let you
eat See more posts like this on Tumblr #maps #d&d #forgotten realms #the sword coast #waterdeep #baldur's gate #neverwinter “Telakin, Greater Doppelganger” by Eva Widermann, © Wizards of the Coast. Slime oozes from its semi-liquid body, and a three-lobed burning eye glares from over its maw of scissoring teeth.TretaraxThe Maw Betwixt, That Which Remains, The Root of
HorrorCE Great Old One of consumption and rebirthDomains Chaos, Evil, Repose, TrickerySubdomains Corruption, Deception, Greed, SoulsWorshipers evil dragons, hags, witchesMinions daemons, devourers, hunting horrorsUnholy Symbol A spiral shaped maw filled with jagged teethFavored Weapon flambard (bastard sword if not using)Tretarax, the Maw Betwixt, is a wound in reality, a
festering scar that seeks to devour the souls of entire planets full of life. Weaker than protean lords, but still capable of granting spells. Even in humanoid form, his voice shifts between two tones, giving conversations with him an eerie quality. They have five heads, which are frequently mismatched, with scale colors and facial features characteristic of multiple species of nagas. Not all orc
tieflings become tanarukks. Great Old One, TretaraxCR 26 CE AberrationThis creature is a nightmarish abomination the size of a building, in the shape of a writhing, flying worm. Gain a +4 profane bonus to saves against fire effects.Boons 1: scorching ray 2/day; 2: fire shield 2/day; 3: fire seeds 2/day*new subdomain, see belowBazim-Gorag is the Firebringer, patron of pyrrhic victories and
collateral damage. If you’re looking for the Orlando airport map or another city airport, click on the link for the airport name or code found in the list on the main page. Look for departures, arrivals and lists of airlines.  ﻟﻘﺪ اﻛﺘﺸﻔﻨﺎ أنJavaScript ﻣﻌﻄﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬا اﻟﻤﺘﺼﻔﺢ. A nagahydra that has grown accessory heads can cast even more spells simultaneously, and some nagahydras with minions or summon
instruct them to cut off a head or two to allow them to grow more just before a difficult combat is anticipated. Its skin is charcoal gray and finely scaled. However, they can cast multiple spells at once, using multiple heads to intone different verbal components and make arcane gestures simultaneously. Each tentacle is tipped with a rasping, muscular mouth, and a death kiss may drink from
multiple enemies simultaneously. As such, they have many enemies and few friends. A piece of the Forgotten Realms enormous cake. Bazim-Gorag was able to escape after humiliating centuries and reclaim his throne in the Maelstrom. Quickly locate the nearest coffee shop or souvenir store. With their hyena like aspect and magical luring voices, cantobeles are believed to be kin to
leucrottas. Maybe it is the nipple rings.]Kir-LananCR 2 CE Monstrous HumanoidThis muscular humanoid has leathery wings and clawed hands. It clutches a glaive in its muscular hands, and an aura of palpable heat surrounds it.Bazim-Gorag, the Firebringer, Lord of PandemoniumCE male slaad lord of flame, ruin and scorched earth tacticsDomains Chaos, Evil, Fire, WarSubdomains Ash,
Blood, Entropy, Slaad*Worshipers generals, pyromaniacs, slaadiMinions evil giants, iron golems, pyrohydras Unholy Symbol a stone spire wreathed in flamesFavored Weapon glaiveObedience temper your weapons in fire, chanting litanies in reflection of those you have slain. I had fun with the actual mechanics of this monster–I gave it +6 bonuses to all of its ability scores, and tried to keep
its numbers in multiples of 3 whenever I could.]SharnCR 10 CN AberrationThis bizarre creature looks something like an inverted cone of oily flesh, tapering away to a tail-like point that drags along the ground as it flies. The bigger the airport, the bigger the confusion. Once an individual sharn has absorbed enough minds, its body splits into two or three individuals, which swiftly regrow a
full body. They have the hydra-like ability to heal quickly and to grow two heads if one is severed, although accessory heads quickly die back, instead of remaining permanently. Whether this is true or not, the kir-lanan despise all things divine, and seek to destroy churches, murder clerics and parishioners alike and generally tear down all testaments to godly power. You may heal the burns
when you are finished, and this rite still qualifies as your obedience if you are immune or resistant to fire. Consider parking options, shuttles and driving time to plan your trip. Its face is surrounded by horns, and it has a thin tail ending in a spur. Instead, he rallies other slaadi to his cause and helps to transport them to the Material Plane to wreak havoc in his name. Now his wrath has a
focus, and Bazim-Gorag hunts the planes, searching for powerful conjurers and other arcane spellcasters to slay for vicarious revenge.Bazim-Gorag’s battle strategies are playful at times. Kir-lanan vary widely in terms of skin color. This fortress is home to an army of demons, slaadi and stranger beings. Some kir-lanan wings may find themselves under the sway of demodands, nightshades
or asuras, all of which share their opinions of the divine order.A kir-lanan’s body is infused with negative energy, allowing it to use a variety of necromantic spells and drain life with a touch. They appeared rapidly and recently, and their own lore tells that they were the byproduct of a war between distant, alien gods. Cultists of That Which Remains seek to prolong their own lives by draining
the souls from others and weaken planar boundaries to allow monstrous things free access to the Material Plane. This is also my first slaad lord! My vision for the slaadi lords is that they’re CRs 21-25, like nascent demon lords or the like. There is a 2e version, in the Monstrous Compendium Forgotten Realms Appendix. That’s a recipe for a TPK, even for a CR 18 monster, but I wanted to
capture a certain amount of that flavor. The tanarukk’s body warps in order to reflect the patronage to whom they are dedicated—curving, bull-like horns are common, as many tanarukks are made in the name of Baphomet. Many of their cults maintain levels of organization that seem harmless or even benevolent. If you need to double-check once you’re there, you can find the directory
inside.Device Map AppsApple Maps is an app that helps with viewing the layout of an airport terminal. Psychic spellcasting is common among greater doppelgangers, as it supplements their inherent mental powers.Keep reading Image © Wizards of the Coast[The tanarukk originated in the Forgotten Realms, as part of the lore surrounding Hellgate Keep and Myth Drannor. For example, are
you looking for a Denver airport map or the Miami International Airport map? The nagahydra isn’t that bad, but is pretty close, being originally able to cast one spell per head per round, with no restrictions. This version of Bazim-Gorag follows the 4e continuity, albeit loosely. Due to his previous brush with captivity, Bazim-Gorag is quicker to flee than once he was, but takes revenge when
he is able.Bazim-Gorag’s demesne is the Pandemonium Stone, a floating stone spire that scours the Maelstrom. Most of them are terrible glass cannons, with powerful abilities but very low Hit Dice. The party never fought him, but did kill his lieutenants and decimated his organization. Once you have your bearings, you can proceed with your travel plans.Additional LinksAs you use mapping
resources, you may come across additional links for information.  اﻟﺮﺟﺎء ﺗﻤﻜﻴﻦJavaScript  أو اﻟﺘﺒﺪﻳﻞ إﻟﻰ ﻣﺴﺘﻌﺮض ﻣﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻟﻼﺳﺘﻤﺮار ﻓﻲ اﺳﺘﺨﺪامtwitter.com. I like how apologetic and shy this one looks, like it’s sorry that it has to drink all of your blood.]Beholder, Death KissCR 10 NE AberrationThis spherical horror is pale and leathery, with a single red eye set in its center. You’ll be directed to terminal map
Individual sharns can extrude themselves from this pool in order to interact with the outside world, usually in pursuit of information, magical treasures, or to battle with other aberrations.
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